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Wireless sensor networks are currently being employed in a variety of applications ranging from medical to military, and from home to industry. Wireless Sensor Networks and Applications aims to provide a reference tool for the increasing number of scientists who depend upon sensor networks in some way. The topics covered include network design and modeling, network management, data management, security and applications. The topic covered in each chapter is given expository but also scholarly treatment, covering the history of the topic, reviewing state-of-the-art thinking relative to the topic, and discussing currently unsolved problems of special interest.
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Java™ Performance and Scalability Volume 1: Server-Side Programming TechniquesAddison Wesley, 2000
This book was written with one goal in mind: to provide Java  programmers with the expertise needed to build efficient, scalable Java code.  The author shares his experience in server-side performance tuning through  measured performance assessments, called optimizations. Each optimization  discusses techniques to improve the...
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Btec National for It PractitionersHodder Education, 2011

	Bursting with full-colour screenshots, photographs and illustrations, you will find it easy to locate all the information you need in this brand new book. With bite-sized chunks of information linked to the learning outcomes and activities to help generate the necessary evidence, you are clearly guided towards a pass, merit or distinction....
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Sensor Technology HandbookNewnes, 2004
The first decade of the 21st century has been labeled by some as the “Sensor Decade.”
With a dramatic increase in sensor R&D and applications over the past 15 years, sensors
are certainly poised on the brink of a revolution similar to that experienced in
microcomputers in the 1980s. Just in automobiles alone, sensing...
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Professional Embedded ARM DevelopmentWrox Press, 2014

	A practical Wrox guide to ARM programming for mobile devices


	With more than 90 percent of mobile phones sold in recent years using ARM-based processors, developers are eager to master this embedded technology. If you know the basics of C programming, this guide will ease you into the world of embedded ARM technology. With...
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Apple Pro Training Series: Motion 5Peachpit Press, 2011

	 


	Welcome to the official Apple Pro Training course for Motion 5, a

	behavior-driven motion graphics application that allows you to create

	stunning visual effects for a wide variety of projects.





	This book is a comprehensive guide to designing with Motion. It covers

	the use of...
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Mastering ColdFusion MXSybex, 2002
This book is designed to teach you how to develop sophisticated, dynamic, and interactive websites by using ColdFusion.

ColdFusion, launched in 1995 by Allaire Corporation (now owned by Macromedia), was the first web application server available for Windows NT–based web servers. ColdFusion is now in a new version named MX, which is...
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